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Campaign On Air

nfa Clara

liS.1S-FM, the college radio
station at 90.7, will air the,
Informal debate between the
four candidates for ASH President. The 50-minute program
will begin at 8 tonight.
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Voting Begins Tomorrow for ASB Officers
* * *
* * *
* * *
Informs Aspirants at Meeting

Pisano Backs Hendricks,
Corby for Top ASB Posts
Bob Pisano, ASB president,
yesterday announced his endorsement of John Hendricks
for ASB president and Rich
Corby for vice president.
In a special meeting with
the four candidates for the top
ASB position, Pisano announced
Isis decision.
"I have always believed the incumbent should not become in-

volved in campus politics.
On the other hand, it has been
pointed out that as the current
president, I have a responsibility,
based on my personal knowledge
of the qualifications and experience necessary for the office, to
make known publicly my personal
preferences.
RECONSIDER
"I had hoped that it would not
be necessary to make such a public
commitment. However, actions of

you
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ELECTIONS
VOTE TOMORROW 8:30 a.m. - 7:30 p.m.
Polk Open Tomorrow
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Tr:ulster st Wen s aho entered
f4.19-1 In spring M411..044.1’, 1965
or full owniester, 1964, *honk’
pick up their chock list of general education requirements in
the admission office between
the hours of 9 a.m. to 12 noon
and I p.m. to 5 p.m. daily.
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Transfers Check

Corby and Spolter Aspire
For ASB Vice-Presidency
SJS ri utleitis will have their
chance to select the new ASB
vice-president t o m or r, w and
Thursday. One is a senior, Rich
Corby. The other is sophomore
Jerry Spolter.
Corby, a social science major,
is a senior representative on Student Council.
Corby said, "It is the job of
Council to promote academic subjects for the benefit of students."
Council recently passed his bill
to promote academic excellence.
Jerry Spolter, director of ASB
committees, believes that the
"responsibility to the students is
of primary concern." All others
are secondary," he said.
Tomorrow morning at 10:15
Spotter said he will hold a rally
on Seventh Street. "The purpose,"
he said, "is to give students the
opportunitty to familiarize themselves with the candidates.
EXECUTIVE POSTS
Running for the Executive Secretary post are Kathy Schwent
(UNICOL) and Einar Wetlesen
SPUR I.
David Turner (UNICOL) and
Rick Trout (SPUR) are vying for
the position of ASB Treasurer.
Wes Watkins (SPUR) and Bob
Armstrong (UNICOL) are working for ASB Attorney General.
GRAD STUDENTS
Graduate students running for
Student Council are Ray Kunde
(SPUR ) , Patty Givens (UNICOL)
and Richard Epstein.
Those running for senior representatives are Harold Kushins
(UNICOL). Dick Miner (SPUR).
J. J. Fraser (SPUR), Larry
Collins (UNICOL), Jack Grady,
Ann Lauderback (SPUR), Margaret Leshin., Gil Lowry (SPUR),
and Vincent Contreras (UNICOL)
JUNIOR REPRESENTATIVE
Campaigning for junior representative positions are Jack Gm- ban (SPUR), Robert Stahl, Bill
Clark (SPUR), Margaret Davis
(UNICOL) and John Bruckman
(SPUR).
Half of the eight candidates

for sophomore rept ettetilatives will
be elected. Those running are Jim
Lambrinos (SPUR), Phil Goodman, Don Miller (SPUR), Gary
Kleeman (SPUR), Dona Kennedy
(UNICOL), Victor Lee (UNICOL)
and Tina Newton (SPUR).

SJS Orchestra
Schedules Intl
Concert Tonight
SJS Symphony Orchestra, under
the direction of Dr. W. Gibson
Walters, professor of music, will
contribute to International Week
festivities tonight in Concert Hall
at 8:15.
Featured soloists of the evening
are music majors Miss Camilla
Shelden, violinist, and Miss Joan
Bridges, pianist.
Admission is free to the public.

candidates this past month have
caused me to reconsider," Pisano
said.
"Several candidates for president have, through public statements and in personal conversations with me, demonstrated a
complete lack of knowledge of
problems facing SJS.
’Their platforms seem to offer
voters a politically-motivated set
of half truths which could not be
enacted even if they were elected."
"’It is because of these and
other factors that I am endorsing
Hendricks and Corby," Pisano said.
STUDENT OPINION
"In short, they offer SJS the
type of student government which
will effectively and responsibly
represent student opinion on all
matters of college policy,as well
as providing a wide range of cultural, recreational, social and athletic programs designed to serve
students."
Gene Lokey, candidate for president, said, "I expected Bob to
endorse Hendricks. I was not surprised, My own feeling is that the
announcement was made to gain
publicity.
PRO OR CON’
"I feel the ASB president should
take a stand pro or con or for
whom he thinks is the best person," Lokey said.
Charles F. "Chuck" Overs also
did not express shock at Pisano’s
endorsement.
"However, the action taken by
Pisano only typifies the truism
that an egotistical caste system
in student government exists at
SJS," Overs commented.
Overs continued, "If SJS students wish to continue this type
of syndrome then I have greatly
underestimated the intelligence of
my fellow students.
John M. Hansen, presidential
aspirant said, "Basically, I see that
the endorsement is an attempt of
one member of the ruling clique
to pass the office of ASB president to another member of that
group."
Hansen contends that the ASB
president should represent the
whole of the people not a small
minority.

I
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Tomorrow and Thursday thousands of interested Spartans are
expected to go to the polls to
select executive and legislative
personnel in the ASB.
The election will bring to a close
a campaign that started on Washington’s birthday with the announcement of the first candidate.
Since Monday after Easter vacation, the official beginning of
campaigning, the campus has been
saturated with buttons, matches,
bookmarks, posters, napkins and
handbills.
Indeed, the local printers have
been kept busy with the amounts
of literature that has announced
each new candidate or brought
forth a new plank or platform of
an already a nnou need office
seeker.
BOB PISANO, ASB President, right, confers with the four aspirThe election has not been without problems. One individual canants who wish to succeed him. From left are John M. Hansen, Gene
didate and one of the two poLokey, John Hendricks, and Chuck Overs. Pisano called the meetlitical parties have been involved
ing to inform the candidates of his endorsement of Hendricks
in the hundreds of words that
(see story). Students will vote for the candidates tomorrow and
make up the election code. The
Thursday.
outcome of one of these cases
will be decided in the ASB Judiciary tomorrow.
Controversy came into play
Monday with the appearance of a
paper entitled "Spectator." The
four-page paper is loaded with
satirical stories regarding candidates for ASB offices. Caustic
comments on candidates for major offices were included.
The handbill states as its purhas been and is ism in total po.Aer
II) CAROL CARD
pose the entertainment of students
The "declaration of independ- of our thoughts, actions and name
in order. So let us begin."
ents" was issued this morning by is
In
his answer to party plattwo ASB presidential candidates
forms: Hansen charged that stuwho are running without the sup- dent government must "modify its
port of a student political party.
emphasis on social and sports acCharles (Chuck) Overs, senior tivities and develop an academicpublic address major, and John M. ally oriented program."
Hansen, junior English major, is
ACTIVITY CARDS
sued the following statements.
Hansen proposed the sale of
Overs reiterated that "now is
the time for a changenot to- sports activity cards to finance
ward radicalism, not toward ego- major sports programs because
centricity, not toward immaturity the current expenditure of more
and a continuation of past student than $100,000 "is sorely needed to
government policies, but a change support the number and quality of
that puts the ’intelligent students’ lecturers SJS should have.
back into government."
"It is time students stop having
to pay for a permanent baby-sitter
CAMPAIGNING
away from home. Students should
Campaigning for a "move tobe allowed to live where they
ward Spartaneity," he urged stuchoose because approved housing
dents to watch out for platforms
in many instances has meant huge
that "present ill repute to our
profits for landlords and rental
college name and only reiterate
DR. ROBERT B. CLARKE
agencies," Hansen said.
the problems that have plagued
. . Professor of the Year
stufull
urges
proposal
Another
this campus for the past decades.
of
creation
the
In
"A total reform of the childish, dent support
quality instruction for SJS.
ernnWilt that
egotistical. Greek

PRESIDENTIAL MEETING

Independents Issue
Campaign Statements

Tau Delta Phi
Picks Dr. Clarke
Prof. of Year

’Able To See Progress’

President Defines Veep’s Role
EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the second in a
series of four articles dealing with the duties
and responsibilities of ASB elective officers.
By MIKE NEUFELD
"The ASB vice president is as important
as the president wants to make him," according to Bob Pisano, ASB president.
According to the ASB Constitution, the
vice president shall, "preside over all meetings of Student Council, serve as council’s
administrative officer, perform the duties
of the president in his absence and appoint council members to the respective
standing committees."
Steve Larson, former ASB president and
vice president, stated, "As vice president
you’re able to see progress but as president you’re above it."
In addition to the duties prescribed by
the constitution the vice president must
appoint a recording secretary, committee
chairmen. prepare weekly agendas, set, that

Expect Thousands
To Ballot at Polls

minutes of each council session are recorded as well as numerous other delegated responsibilities.
"The vice president is much like a prime
minister, the central figure in the government, but it is important that he be allied
with the president," Larson said.
Pisano added, "If the vice president
chose to oppose the president it would
be a good fight.
"The vice president is also very important because he can stack committees
to push through legislation," Pisano stated.
COUNCIL REPRESENTATIVES
"Sometimes I wonder if I am representing my fellow students at SJS or myself."
stated a student council representative
shortly after filing for’ another representative position on council.
The same representative told the Daily
that because of the emotional implications
expressed in nearly Cs Cly Illa
CM111111’

1.1.1,, council it was hard to he unbiased.
Another representative on the student
legislative body said, "One of the main
problems of being on council is trying
to promote and support first-rate activities
on second-rate money."
19 111- 111111i,.
,
19 members:
Council is
the chairman I Vice President ). two grad uate representatives and four representalives from each of the other four class
groups.
Council operates as the supreme policy
making body of the ASB.
Under the auspices of the ASB contnt ion, council members approve app,H;;;
ments made by the ASH President, uppose ASH budgets, appropriate money to
student organizations, hear grievances of
SJS students and pass needed legislation
as may be required to exercise control
over student interests and activities.

Dr. Robert B. Clarke, assistant
iwofessor of psychology, was named
Tau Delta Phi’s "Professor of the
Year" Friday night by members
of the men’s honorary fraternity.
lie was commended for "academic excellence, namely interest
in students and the ability to convey his message to them," by Joe
Andrade, chapter president, at the
award ceremonies at Hawaiian
Gardens.
The honored instructor’s picture
will appear on the back cover of
the Tower List, the fraternity’s
summary of students’ ratings of
teacher performance, which will
go on sale next month.

and endorsements of candidates
who, in the opinion of the editors,
would contribute most to the future of SJS. The handbill supports
SPUR.
Gene Lokey, UNICOL, (United
Polling places for tomorrow
and Thursday’s ASH election
will be located In front of the
college bookstore, on Seventh
Street In front of the cafeteria
and on Seventh Street across
front the Education Building.
Polls will be open both days
from 8:30 Iran until 7:30 p.m.
Ken Lane, ASB election chairman, predicts 3-4,000 students
will vote. Last year a total of
2,818 voters cast ballots.
Ti, merit’s. a ballot students
must sign the official registration sheet. The registration sheet
includes the voter’s name, ASB
card number and class standing.
Collegians), presidential candidate
said, "UNICOL will not attempt
to gain votes by this misleading
method."
Chuck Overs, independent candidate for president, called the
handbill "one of the most illicit,
infamous, scandalous, slanderous,
and libelous pieces of pungent literature that has even cluttered
the SJS campus."

SNCC Week
In Progress
On Campus
The SJS chapter of Friends of
Student Nonviolent Coordinating
Committee (SNCC) has proclaimed
this week "Freedom Week" according to Bill Cole, SNCC chairman.
SNCC will hold several events
in observance of "Freedom Week."
Today a booth will be set op in
front of the cafeteria where SNCC
summer volunteers will be available to discuss their projects with
students.
The Freedom Singers will perform at 3 p.m. in S164. No admission will be charged.
Also, tomorrow and Thursday
SNCC will sponsor poll tax booths
to correspond with the ASB elections. "The purpose of these booths
will be to call attention to the
fact that many citizens in the
South are denied their voting
rights through this device," Cole
said.
Paid Political Advert ement

Donor Permits
Pledge cards and release slips
for students under 21 who wish
to donate blood in the Campus
Bloom Drive on Thursday may be
obtained in front of Spartan Bookstore or on Seventh Street in front
of the cafeteria today and tomorrow from 9 a.m to 3 p.m.

JERRY SPOLTER
Vice-Pres. Candidate
Presents
POLITICAL RALLY
Wednesday - I 0: I 5 A.M.
7th Street
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Greek System Lauded for Leadership,
Participation in Campus, Local Activities

Thrust and Parry
Voter Attacks Parties
For Idiotic Campaign
Editor:
It’s elect iivu in4itin. and
nothing has changed. SPUR,
still in control, uses everything
in its power to discredit and
destroy the opposition. UNICOL,
the underdog for this semester,
babbles inanely about sweeping
reforms without being specific.
Ridiculous school electionpolitics, patterned after equally
ridiculous national election-politics, seems to be a tradition at
SJS.
ASB officers and hopefuls
should look to themselves to
provide intelligent, sincere leadership and campaigning so that
the electorate can have at least
a modicum of valid criteria to
vote intelligently.
But this is not likely to happen. The parties and candidates
will engage in idiotic generalities and petty backstabbing, and
when the voter turnout is low
they’ll blame student apathy.
Roger Allen
A14014

Hirticipate in such discussions.
Though the administration at
SJS is in favor of such freedom,
the intercultural steering committee will not encourage it. As
a result, SJS is deprived of what
could be some of the most valuable opinions on campus. Because foreign students come
from cultures that are often
radically different from our
own, they often can show us
several ways of doing something
where we previously saw only
one way.
Instead of the present policy,
there should be open encouragement of more freedom of discussion. Beginning with foreign
student orientation, which has
virtually been a tour of the
campus, foreign students should
be exposed to the true academic
spirit, the spirit of Sparta Camp.
Kenneth Neuwald
.510198

Spartan Likes Paper,
Says He Will Vote
. dli
Until now I haven’t had very
much interest in student government, and I’ve never been interested enough to vote in a
student election, but I can assure you that this year will be
an exception. I read a copy of
Spectator last night and was
thoroughly impressed with its
sarcastic wit, clever cartoons
and pleasing format. As I’ve
said, I’m going to make it a
point to vote this Wednesday;
any party creative enough and
talented enough to put out something like Spectator has to have
something on the ball.

’Is Election Board
Really Pro -SPUR?
Editor:
Could it he that the ASB
election board is pro-SPUR? As
usual, the board is making a big
stink over a minor technicality.
Eery year the election board
causes trouble because of sonic
smaII violation of the rules.
Perhaps it is the election board
which is the guilty party. It
appears that it is not doing a
sufficient job of informing the
liarties of their obligations to
the student body.
In the present situation the
election hoard is destroying the
effectiveness of a good twoparty system and is doing more
harm than the small violation
which it is so busy condemning.
don’t really believe that the
board has the interests of the
students in mind.
M.)) s..tot-to.r

Writers Discuss
With Mason’s Column
Thoughts on Entropy Three Disagree
Maxwell recently picketed the Navy van on Seventh
Street bearing a sign proclaiming: "The Military Maximizes
Entropy." We would like to correct Mr. Maxwell’s entropological misconception.
A military society imposes
specific rules of selection and
order. Therefore, in direct opposition to Mr. Maxwell’s statement, the military cannot maximize Entropy. Perhaps Mr.
Maxwell was referring to the
effect of active militarism, i.e.,
war. A rigorous exposition of
the Entropy of War would unfortunately run over our 300
word limit.
For those who wish a thorough
understanding of Entropy, we
part icuarly recommend:
Franklin Durham, Thermodynamics, p. :11: for a less sophisticated treatment of the concept, see A. D’Abro, The Rise
of the New Physics. v. 2.
Nell Berkley, ASB A980
Gary Schmidt, ASB A9652
,Joe .5minute. ASH A8873

Editor:
In his April 23 column, Al Mason radically departed from his
usual form of "informative" or
at least controversial) political
writing to indulge in the sport
of fanciful daydreaming. His
views on the eventual condition
of the United States can hardly
be supported by fact and deserve to be called nothing more
than idle speculation.
So far as we are concerned,
his speculative nonsense may
serve as a damaging precepdent.
In that many other people may
now want the opportunity to
use the Spartan Daily in order
to vent their spleen on some
cause or issue by projecting its
attributes to ludicrous extremes.
Whatever else the Spartan Daily
may be, we certainly do not
think it should serve as a sounding-board for such absurdity.
Steve Pitcher
511360
Ilitoosh flisra.v
112%
Dennis Osalsi
t9219

111111/1V

Gordon Abren
A5786

’Spectator’ Receives
Praise From Writer
Ph

Culf.ural Committee
Criticized By Student

I.:stator:
I find that the attitude of the
Associ a t ed St t alent Body displays toward foreign students is
disquieting. The ASB intercultural steering committee and its
subcommittees encourage bazaars, fashion shows and picnics,
while they discourage discussions, debates and forums.
As a foreign student enters
the U.S.. he must sign a statement that he is here only to gain
an education, and that he will
not participate in any political
activitie s. The intercultural
steering committee infers from
this that the extracurricular activities of foreign students should
consist of social functions with
as little stimulation as is possible of meaningful discussion.
Of the foreign students that
I have talked to on this matter
I about 401, approximately tine.
third have been in favor of a
policy encouraging more freedom of discussion. The remainder either did not wish to discuss the matter (possibly afraid
that I was looking for subversives), or they stated that
they did not know enough to

I have just finished reading
the newspaper Spectator and
would like to take this opportunity to thank its makers. To
my knowledge this is the first
publication ever to come out on
San Jose State’s campus which
hasn’t employed the "hard sell."
The paper was enlightening and
very entertaining.
It’s about time candidates began realizing what appeals to
the college student. The only
thing that has been distributed
on campus to this point by any
political party is the same old
garbage with some nondescript
photograph and a meaningless
list of qualifications. But Spectator is different: it not only is
an endorsement for a political
philosophy, hut it also is a comment on college life.
Even in talking to people who
side with the other political
party, I’ve found that although
they can’t agree with some of
the comments made, the paper
as a whole, and especially as a
political device, was outstanding.
Again, my thanks for a job
well done.
Jim Herlihy
A236/4

Prof Re -Elected
Dr. Ruth Tietteman, professor
of psychology has been re-elected
president of Eastfield Children’s
Home.

b J

Lw

RALPH HUMPHREY, junior music major, works toward his
performance with the SJS Studio Band Concert to be held in
conjunction with the second annual "Day of Jazz," May 8 on
this campus. Tickets are available in M108. Admission is $1 for
students and $1.50 for general public.

Koestenbaum Receives
Phi Kappa Phi Award
I)1.

Pcicr

state prillesor ssf philosoplo , has been named the

distinguished scholar by
Ow SP.; chapter of Phi Kappa
l’hi. national honoriir scholarship society.
The SJS Academic Council
has elected Dr. Koestenbaum
as its candidate for the outstanding professor award of the California State Colleges,
Dr. Koestenbaum will speak
on "Et in Arcadia Ego" at a
Phi Kappa Phi dinner May 12,
at 6 p.m. it the Spartan Cafeteria,
Dr, Koestenbaum, 36, who was
born in Berlin, Germany, joined
the SJS faculty 11 years ago
A graduate of Stanford I ’nivel:-

Kaucher Oral Award
Tryouts Begin Toda
Students may sign tin now for
I tryouts for the Dr. Dorothy
Kaucher Oral Reading Award, an
annual cash award, in SD100.
Signups will continue until May
7, with a limit of 25 students to
try out.

, he leceived an 1u1 A. from
Harvard University and a Ph.D.
from Boston University.
Dr. Koestenbaum has authored
several books and articles for
philosophical magazines. He has
spoken frequently throughout
the Bay Area.
Widely known for his ideas on
the role of philosophy in today’s
world, Dr. Koestenbaurn believes
that the world must look to
philosophy rather than to science
for a new theory of man.
He points out that science
studies man as a human animal.
Philosophy deals with man’s
anxieties, loves, desires, values
and net tor security.

EDITOR’S NOTE, This is the first
three-part series sleeting w6h
in
the history, structure, social activities,
and leadership aspects of the San
Jose State fraternity and sorority
system.
il

LAVELLE JACKSON

The Greek system at an
Just. state can lw singled out
as the group most directly
,responsible for the yearly continuity and success of student
body government, c a in pU s
aclisiiics, and associated com1111111111 activities.
A recent survey of Greek history. membership, and grades,
combined with social. community
and political activities indicates
that sororities and fraternities
are increasingly involved in serious activities.
A LOCAL BEGINNING
Historically the Greek system
Is an outgrowth of a group of
local organizations originally established at SJS in the mid1920’s. Of the present 26 national
organizations, 21 date back to
this early beginning.
The Greek system firmly established itself on a national
basis in 1948 when the college
changed from teacher’s college
to a liberal arts school immediately following World War II.
As a result of this curriculum
change, enrollment grew until
there were enough students to
support colonies of national
Greek organizations, which
stepped up their efforts to goi
on the campus.
TWO COUNCILS
Now involving some 678 coeds
and 961 men, the 16 fraternities
an 12 sororities are regulated
by the Inter-Fraternity and
Panhellenic councils.
These councils were established
as the Greeks recognized a growing need for unified governing
Isslies. Originally the fraternities and sororities merely designated IFC and Panhellenic to
promote harmony between th,
groups anti the administration.

1.:t ended ’towel s
the councils to coordinate all
campus activities and related
community projects,
Today IFC and Panhellenic
follow the accepted democratic
system of checks and balances
with executive, legislative and
judicial branches.
GREEK SELF-GOVERNMENT
Within this framework, the
the Greeks govern themselves,
with their respective judiciaries
enforcing campus rules and regulations. IFC and Panhellenic
judiciaries have original jurisdiction over the actions of all
Greeks and are directly accountable to the ASB Judiciary.
Greek membership carries both
financial and scholastic responsibilities. Approximate cost for
sororities, including a building
fund, is $220. For fraternities,
initiation fees range from $35
to $110. The house bill for a
member "living in" averages
$100 a month.
Scholarship requirements for
Greek initiation is usually a 2.0
grade point average, but some
groups require a higher GPA.

gralleS zuluvc the 1111111111L1111 0quirement.
Last semester, the Greeks’
average GPA of 2.465 was just
below the all-college GPA of
2.506.
The all -sorority average of
2.490 was below the women’s
GPA of 2.581. The all -fraternity
average of 2.441, though, was
higher than the all -men’s GPA
of 2.431.
End of Part I
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WEEKLY STUDY HALLS
More stringent standards for
college acceptance and increased
competition for grades prompt
most sororities and some fraternities to have weekly study
halls for their pledges. This is
an effort to help them make

10:30 TONIGHT!
Campus Caravan
Soft Swing -Folk -Comedy
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Bob Piason, ASB President
John Hendricks, ASS Vice President
Frank Bardsley, ASB Exec. Secretory
Ray Kunde, ASS Graduate Rep.
Dave Thind, ASB Senior Rep.
Mike Freed, ASB Senior Rep.
Robin Phillips, ASB Senior Rep.
J. J. Fraser, ASS Junior Rep.
Wes Watkins, ASB Junior Rep.
Dick Miner, ASB Junior Rep.
Bill Clark, ASB Soph Rep.
John Bruckman, ASB Soph. Rep.
Rick Trout, ASB Soph. Rep.
Tina Newton, ASB Freshman Rep.
Dan Auxa, ASB Freshman Rep.
Rich Soto, ASS Freshman Rep.
Jeanette Faddis, ASS Freshman Rep.
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Smcking Cigars,Too!

Coeds Planning for Derby Day
re-
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By 1)..% I. ’.1t 1st
Noticed any coeds da,Iting around
sidewalks on tricycles, scurrying
around collecting inner tubes, or
smoking cigars?
Then you have been witnessing
some of the stringent workouts
of contestants from 14 SJS sororitit, and livinv centeN in

I lion for the Third Annual Derby
Day in Spartan Stadium Saturday.
INITIATED 1930
Derby Day, initiated in 1930 at
the University of California, has
become it tradition in 78 Sigma
Chi chapters throughout the U.S.
The event is staged annually for
\
the 1,,nefit ,f

TEN EVENTS

SIS First State School
In Miss California Pageant
SJS is the first college or university in the state to he retiresentecl at the Miss California
Pageant in Santa Cruz, June 12-20.
Sigma Nu Fraternity the first
fraternity in the nation to net as
pageant sponsor, according to Don
Miller, Sigma Nu vice president.
was awarded the Miss SJS
Pageant franchise by the Miss
California Pageant officials.
The SJS competition will be the
only San Jose area preliminary

Pick Up Free Bids
For inaugural Ball
During This Week
Free bids are available this week
from booths on campus and the
the Student Affairs Business Office
for the inaugural ball to be held
Saturday, May 8, horn 9 p.m. to
1 a.m. at the County Fairgrounds
Pavilion.
Symbols and landmarks of SJS
will be the special decor for the
formal dance in honor of Dr. Robert
D. Clark’s installation as college
president Tuesday, May 4.
State college trustees also will
be guests of honor at the last
social event of the inaugural week,
which is open to all students and
members of the college community,
according to Jeff Cole, student
dance chairman.
"The dance will take the place
of the traditional spring formal,"
said Miss Martha Allshouse, activities adviser.
Dick Foy’s band will provide
the evening’s music.

Open Tonite Id 9

Proceeds from this year’s events
will be donated to the Heart Fund
Drive.
Coed contestants vie for honors
in 10 novelty competitions, a
Sweepstakes Trophy for outstanding overall competition, and a
Spirit Trophy for attitude and best
participation.

for the Miss California and Miss
America Pageants.
Campus pageants have proven
successful in other areas of the
country, according to George J.
Cavalier, executive director for the
Miss California Pageant and national director for the Miss America Pageant.
Approximately 30 per cent of
the 3,500 preliminary pageants
throughout the nation are conducted by colleges and universities, Cavalier noted. In Arkansas
and Oklahoma, every college and
university sponsors its own pageant
candidate.
Si
Jose
is being used
asm
a "testinStateg point" in hopes of
expanding campus participation
throughout California and other
Western states.
In the past, the Miss San Jose
Contest, the area preliminary, has
been sponsored by the Junior
Chamber of Commerce.
The Jaycees decided not to conduct the preliminaries this year
clue to financial losses. According
to John T. Ball, Jaycee president,
the organization has sustained "a
financial loss in excess of $1,000
annually." He pinpointed the
cause as "a lack of public support
- apathy."
Ball stressed that their decision
had no reflection whatsoever on
the young women in the San Jose
area.
The Miss San Jose State competition, scheduled Saturday, May
22, will be open to all SJS coeds
between 18 and 28. They will be
judged on intelligence, personality,
beauty and talent. The winner will
go directly to the Miss California
competition.
Every representative in the Miss
California Pageant will receive an
educational scholarship from $100
to $1,500. The Miss America
Pageant and its preliminaries conitute the largest scholarship
foundation for young women in
the world, offering a little over
half a million dollars annually,
according to pageant officials.

The 10 events are scheduled
in the following order; Centipede
Stampede, Cigar Smoking, Doughnut Dash, Derby Darling, Tricycle
Race, Pie Eating, M ackera I
Smasher, Kissing, Deck a Pledge
and a Surprise Secret event.
Last year’s winner was Alpha
Omicron Pi Sorority which steered
its way to victory for a second
time. Second Place went to Alpha
Phi and Delta Gamma won third

place. The Spirit Trophy went to
Chi Omega.
Judges for this year’s Derby Day
are Dr. Jack Holland, management department head, Miss Martha Allshouse, activities adviser
and a third judge to be named.
They will be assisted by the
Sweetheart of Sigma Chi, Susan
Wall.
Tickets for Derby Day may be
purchased from all contestants and
members of Sigma Chi and will be
sold in front of the Spartan Bookstore and the Cafeteria throughout
the week.
Admission is 50 cents and the
first event begins at 12 noon in
Spartan Stadium.
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Elect
Expert To Present
Slides, Information it
Wes
On Wood At ;’’v
WATICNS

Burdett Green, awl,
hardwoods, will speak at an hulas trial Arts Department setitinti
ii*
Wednesday, May 5.
The nationally known aid 11,Jr0
on fine hardwoods from all or
the world will speak on the soh- *
ject of "Beautiful Woods of tile
World." He is scheduled I,, l,lve,
two lectures, one at 1030 a.m. *
in IA117 and another at
In IA114.

ASB
ktiorney General
Experienced and Endorsed

* J:mior Representative
*Spartan Shields
*Vice President
Green usually presents slides and *
Inter Dorm Council
Information on the technology nt
*Sparta Camp Counselor
woods with a lecture on flesiim

*Bruce McDonald
AS Attorney General
*Cliff Steele
ASB Chief Justice
’4
*Bob Pisano
ASB President

and construction of fine ft:intim,. -If
and architecture.
lit************ ****** **************4
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’Criminals’:
YR Speech
Here Tonight
Spencer Williams, 42, possible
candidate for the GOP nomination
for Attorney General of California,
will speak at tonight’s Young Republican meeting at 8 In E132.
Williams will speak on "Individual Rights of Criminals: Has
the Pendulum Swung Too Far?"
He is currently Santa Clara
County counsel and member of
the San Jose Republican Assembly.
Williams is also a member of the
President’s Office of Emergency
Planning and past president of the
California District Attorney’s
Association. A graduate of the
University of California school of
jurisprudence, Williams is also past
president of the National Association of County Civil Attorneys. He
was the San Jose Junior Chamber
of Commerce "Young Man of the
Year" in 1957

GOING FORMAL TO
SPRING PARTIES,
PROMS,
WEDDINGS?
RENT IT ALL AT
ROOS/ATKINS!

FSM Threat
s on ea
A
cadmi
e c Ear
veiled
BERKELEY (UPI) A
ultimatum issued by the Univer-

sity of California rebel student

?

Consider...
for SENIOR REP.

*
*
*

I. Currently Jr. Rep
* 2. Sparta Camp Counselor
* 3. College Union Program
Committee
it 4. Orientation Leader

:

*
*

"An Open Mind"

DICK MINER

*
*
*

*
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Free Speech Movement was rejected Sunday night by the Emergency Executive Committee of the
Academic Senate on the Berkeley
campus.
The FSM in a carefully worded
telegram to the Board of Regents
meeting in Los Angeles Friday, demended the reinstatement of four
Berkeley students ousted last week
as a result of a recent obscenity
uproar.
The regents and University
President Clark Kerr rejected the
FSM’s request for reinstatement
of the students involved in the
obscenity ease as "totally unacceptable."
The request got the same treatment Sunday night from the Academic Senate’s Emergency Executive Committee, which was formed
to find a solution to problems on
the campus. The FSM, however,
called for a new faculty committee
to be formed to reopen the obscenity cases.
Paid Political Advertkement
? Elect
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"Pity You

Don’t

Have a Lotus 23!

Perhaps you have but a VW, or an MG6, or even an
American car. Whatever it may be, B & P Foreign Car
Service will attend it with the same expert care given
the Lotus and at the low student-faculty rate: $6.00
per hour for all work, tune-up and overhaul included.

Personalized Service Factory -Trained Mechanics
B & P Foreign Car Service
1470 W. San Carlos Street
Phone 297-8811

.:’-K
44.
*
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GARY
KLEEMANN
Sop,’ Representative

IResponsible
Representative

111

Student Government
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So easy to look correct & feel right at Spring
Parties! No problem rent all the best
nearby Roos/Atkin i All sizes. Latest styles.
Sparkling fresh. All With ii/A’s First Class
label. Correct accessories too.
plans specify "Formal" come i.
fitted. No problem, like we said. [Yes, we. sell
the whole works too if you’d rather own ya
own3 In any event, be sure to rememhe
ROOS MGM IN DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE. FIRST AT SANTA CLARA

IN SANTA CLARA STEVENS CREEK PLAZA

F
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BOB ARMSTRONG

DAVID TURNER

KATHY SCHWENT

PAM’ GIVENS

ASB Attorney General

ASB Treasurer

Exec. Secretary

Grad. Rep.

.....

.
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4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

LARRY COLLINS

MARGARET LESIihs1

HAL KUSHINS

ViNCE CONTRERAS

Senior Rep.

Senior Rep.

Senior Rep.

Senior Rep.
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MARGARET DAVIS

VICTOR LEE

DONNA KENNEDY

Sophomore Rep.

MAHLON RECK

Junior Rep.

Sophomore Rep.

Sophomore Rep.

What are the programs and goals of UNICOL?
Academic excellence in every area of the college.
How can this be achieved? There is only one way and
that is to vote for a change! UNICOL believes that the
student is concerned about the activities and the campus life. The student isn’t apathetic but highly concerned about his integrity. The present system is not
concerned with the majority of the students but rather
a minority. The only time that you are even considered
is during the elections, and then, if not part of the
"elite" no real effort is put forth to find out what things
concern you. The present "system" doesn’t come to

you, you have to go to it!
Where do you fit into the "system"? You are
labeled as apathetic our school is labeled mediocre,
and only the "elite" seem to be above the majority of
the students. If you accept these labels, then you are
denying the possibility for change. If you believe that
San Jose State con move ahead and meet the needs
of all the students, then support the party dedicated
to those principles. The "system" has been here much
too long and now is the time to remove the stagnation
that surrounds it. The system isn’t "democratic" since
all the students aren’t represented. Who suffers? You

suffer. Even the platforms for the past two years have
been platitudes. UNICOL poses this question: ARE
YOU SATISFIED WITH THE STATUS QUO?
In order to remove the status quo from this campus, UNICOL has presented its platform to the students during the campaign. The party isn’t a machine
to get people elected it is people, willing to work
for the good of all students. We hope that you agree
that a change is needed. If you do agree, then show
the campus April 28-29. This year make "FULL PARTNERSHIP IN EDUCATION" the philosophy of student
government. Vote UNICOL.

Mobile House Hit; Owner
Sent Home From Hospital
It’, 11,a unusual to 1/vople to
go to the hospital as the result
of an accident, but an SJS employee was sent home from the
hospital because of one last week.
Bruce C. Carter, who runs the
Art Department stockroom, was
recovering from emergency surgery at San Jose Hospital when
a car crashed into his automobile
and mobile home In a trailer court
at 540 Bonita Avenue.
Doctors felt he would be better
off at home. rather than in the

Entomology Camp
Set This Weekend
At Arroyo Seco
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damage.
Carter’s 83-year-old mother-inlaw, Mrs. Elizabeth Theobald, was
alone in the house trailer when
a 16-year-old San Jose High School
student drove through the corner
of the living room and sideswiped
Carter’s parked car. Mrs. Theobald, visiting from Wisconsin, was
not injured.
The student told officers he had
never driven before, but thought
it would be easy. He started a
friend’s car, put it in gear, then
discovered he didn’t know what to
do next. Officer Earl McClure cited
him for reckless driving and driving on a restricted license.

Mrs. Carter said damage to the
mobile home and car were extensive. Several antique dishes
were among the items knocked
from their shelves and broken, as
SJS entomology students will
the trailer was shoved out of
leave for Arroyo Seco in the Santa place on its foundation.
Lucia mountains Saturday morning for the annual Entomology
Club overnight camping trip.
All students either majoring in
entomology or presently taking
courses in the subject are urged
to attend the Entomology Club
meeting in S237 this afternoon at
1:30 to work out transportation
arrangements.

Jenny Ayrs
Reigns Ove
Dormitories
Jenny Ayrs, a freshman from
Royce Hall, became Miss Residence Hall of 1965 at an exchange
dance held last Friday.
Miss Ayrs will reign over all
residence hall activities until the
next queen is chosen in the coming
year during National Residence
Hall Week.
The queen was selected by
Robert Baron, housing coordinator; Spencer Hinkle, president of
Markham Hall; Mrs. Robert Lone,
Bay Area fashion coordinator; and
Mrs. Edith Atchinson, head resident from Moulder Hall.
Judging was based on beauty,
poise, personality, and congeniality.
Candidates for the contest included Barbara Borjes and Sheila
Turner, Washburn Hall; Jenny
Ayrs and Melinda Morrow Royce
Hall; and Julie Scott and Kathy
Moffett, Hoover Hall.
Miss Ayrs is a social science
major from San Diego and plans
to be a teacher.

Spartaguide

Orientation meet

Sparhus Spears, 6:15 p.m., Col- southwest corner of cafeteria.
lege Union.
WS Symphony Orchestra, 8:15 dent Adviser’s for the coming year
A.W.S., 4 p.m., College Union. p.m., Concert Hall. Concert, open will be held today at 3:30 and
Arab-Aillerican Club, modern to public.
7 p.m. in Ow lounge area of Hoover
Industrial Technology Society, Hall.
Arabic language class, 4 p.m.,
7:30 p.m., cafeteria A. Elections.
CH162.
Prosier -live BA’s should be
Newman Club, 7:30 p.m.. 79 S.
Student Math Society, 7 p.m.,
UniFifth. Prof. Alden Gough,
ED107. Math clinic.
ABA, honorary librarianship so- versity of Santa Clara, speaks on
ciety, 3:30 p.m., LS114B. Speaker, "Civil Law and Marriage."

Lutheran Student Association
9 p.m., H44. .
Young Republicans, 8 p.m., E132. (LSA), 7 p.m.. 300 S. Tenth.
Social Affairs Committee, 1 p.m ,
Speaker.

After lunch students will be able
to collect insects in several diverse
Allen Hall won the men’s divihabitats including the lake shore, a clinic for students wishing help
grassy !inside, desert area and the in mathematics, Monday through sion trophy and Hoover Hall won
Thursday from 7 to 9 p.m. in the women’s division trophy in
rushing canyon stream.
a playday for residence halls held
Social activities plus advice on ED107.
Any SJS student having trouble Saturday.
handling collections from accomAllen Hall accumulated 29 points
panying instructors will follow din- In math is welcome, according to
R. J. Bitts, member of the math while Hoover Hall received 24.
ner at 6 p.m.
Jeanie Kubota from Royce Hall
Students will be able to get clinic staff.
was the playday coordinator. Don
in more collecting opportunities
Zuber was head referee, and John
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
Sunday morning before lunch. The
Alexander was announcer. Both
Michael Buggy, formerly a memtrip will officially end at 1 p.m.
are from Allen Hall.
Dr. J. Gordon Edwards, SJS ber of the nursing department
professor of entomology and fac- faculty, has been named executive
ulty advisor for the Entomology secretary to the State Board of
Club, will be director of the over- Nursing Education and Nurse RegUnited Airlines representatives
night program.
istration effective Feb. 23. He is
The trip will cost students a a graduate of San Jose State will be on campus Thursday to
interview candidates for their
total of $2 for food.
College.
program.
summer
employment
Aeronautical operations and aeronautical maintenance majors who
PAID POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
will reach senior standing as of
fall 1965 may contact the Aeronautics Department office for additional information prior to tomorrow noon.

Interviews

Christian Science Organization,
7:30 p.m., Memorial Chapel.

New Group
Meets Tonight

4*****************.*** ************** ************

7:30 in the faculty cafeteria.

I LN401. Accounting lab.
Alpha Phi Omega, 7 p.m., ED331.
awareness, Pledges meet in College Union.
student
further
to
WS Symphony Orchestra, 8:15
through a series of faculty -student j
p.m.. Concert Hall. Concert.
discussions
on
contemporary
Pershing Rifles, 7:30 p.m., B44.
Issues.
General meeting.
"Church Versus State EducaTASC, 3:30 p.m., CH227. "The
tion" will be the topic of tonight’s Church and Contemporary Politimeeting. Dr. Mervyn Cadwallader, cal and Social Affairs" will be disassociate professor of sociology, cussed by Pastor Roy Hoch, Rev.
will defend church education. Pub- Don Emmet, Rev. Mark Rutledge
lic education will be favored by Dr. and Rev. George Collins.
David Newman, associate profesIndustrial Relations Club, 7 p.m.,
sor of psychology.
Garden City Hofbrau.
Coffee and cookies will be
Chi Sigma Epsilon, secretarial
served. All students are invited honorary, 4 p.m., cafeteria A
to attend.
and B.
CIrcuio Castellano, 12:30 p.m.,
southwest corner of Cafeteria.
Spartacamp in Residence hopes I

Song Girl Workshop
To Open Tonight

Dr. Daniel C. Lopez,. professor,
of industrial arts; Dr. Ralph Norman, professor of industrial arts,
and Louis Melo, associate professor of industrial arts, served as
survey team to ev a I u a t e industrial education facilities in Merced County.
The survey was conducted under the auspices of the superintendent of Merced County Schools ,
between Feb- 1 and 5,

Song Girl workshop will be held
tonight from 7-9 p.m. in WG154..
Four regular and two alternate
song girls will be chosen at tryouts on May 6. Other workshops
will -be held this Thursday and
May 4. Any interested participants should have a 2.25 grade
average last semester and an overall 2.0 GPA.

EXPERT
LUBRICATION
ALL OTHER CAR SERVICES
AT DISCOUNT PRICES

PURITAN OIL CO.
60, & KEYES

’Hustler’ To Screen
On Friday Evening
Pool sharks and gamblers make:
up the central characters of "The ,1
Hustler," starring Paul Newman,
Jackie Gleason and Piper Laurie. I
Friday Flicks will screen the film I
Friday at 7 and 9:30 in TH55. I
In the story. Newman deliberately loses at pool until the stakes ,
are high enough then cashes in on!
his bad reputation. In the process
he wins the money, but loses III,
self-respect.

PAID POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

SERVICE PROGRESS UNITY RESPONSIBILITY !
SAN JOSE STATE’S
OLDEST POLITICAL PARTY
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A REMINDER FOR ALL 1965 SUMMER SESSIONS STUDENTS

APPLY NOW FOR YOUR

SUMMER SESSIONS
REGISTRATION PERMIT

ENTROPY

ARE YOU

g entropy?

SUMMER SESSIONS

woad 1965. Uni
We have a few
1,-1 ,ra. Mexico and
Vaiencia, Spain. For iniorrnation call on
Secietary ef Foreign Lang,:ales Dept..
eat. 2352 or stop by Building N, Room
2A.
-

12)

MOTHER OLSEN’S BOARDING HOUSE
-Men Best :nod in town. New apt
’nits. Linen & maid serv, Kit. & leund.
lea. 3 TV’s 122 N. 11th. CV 5-9504.

1711 wi

FURN. ROOMS - Male students, kitchen prin. No smoking or drinking. $10 &
$15. 293-3088.
$U I BORM. loll Alameda), 1020 Elm,
CH 8-4446. Built-in stoves & ref.

UNSOLD
We like the challenge
of the man who isn’t
convinced about how
he should plan for his
financial future.
Nobody has all the
answers, and we include
ourselves in the
nobody.
We do think, however,
that we can point out
to the unconvinced
man some interesting
facts about the benefits
of a solid life insurance program. Facts
that make good common sense.
If you’re unsold about
how to start planning
for your financial
future, we’d welcome
the opportunity to talk
with you. We like the
idea of working with
people who want to
know more.

Ben Reichmuth C.L.U. ’Si

Tom Niemann ’63

Dick Flanagan ’65

. AT SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

TO FACULTY ONLY.

ood cond., $800. 298-1942. NEED 2 girls to share apt. in Berkeley
for UC Summer Session, 269-0690.
’64 FORD convert. V-8. Loaded w/opps.
Lib.
Make offer. 286-1957, Gary. I BEDROOM APT., living rm. paneled.
547 S. 11th. Mcir. apt. 4, 295-8101,
’56 CHEVY 4 dr., V-8, floor shift.
2 WKS, FREE RENT - 1-2 bdrm. mod.
cord. $600. 666 S. 5th. 293.2643. A
- apt. W,’W c & d. $135 reci. I siudic
METROPOLITAN ’60 - Runs good. Mi..
- W W c & d. $80. 269-9014 aft. 6.
sEll. $275. 379 6366.
OFFICE SPACE-10th & William. Fully
’54 CHEV. - 2 dr., stk., R&H, ww
r
conditioned from $62.50 up. Call
cond. 297 8651. 121 N. 8th. apt. 8. or
Rental Service, 297-8877.
P,
60 VESPA GS
LARGE APTS. - Furn. & unf. 1 & 2
’,opiates. $85. CV 5.8121 aft. 5
SPECIAL RATES effective immediately.
POIR RALE 131
Studio 1 & 2 bdrm., furn. or unf. From
$60 up. Deluxe apts, with pool. Upper
WEDDING ,n.a:ations. 300 cc". "’’ liv.sion graduates, faculty. 295-85(4,
Wedding Press, 295-0946
295 6344. Senter & Nordale.
LADY’S eleven speed sports bicycle, NEW 2 IIDRM. furn, apt., immed. occut
nearly new. Phone 378-8206.
Panes. Sum. rate. 546 S. 5th. 294-3810.
’65 HONDA - ExcInt. cond. Just 240 SINGLES - $35 & up. TV, kit., showers.
miles. Dennis Wyatt, CV 4-6019. $190.
720 S. 3rd, Males,
l’iRsA.41L7ER.
,,
59 - Must sell. 47x10 ply. Ex. MEN’S APP. APT. for fall. W, pool, w/w
end, TV, cooler, heater, turn. patio.
vet.. all elec. kitchen. Near SJS.- Yr.
rates $480, Ph. 286-5398.
MUST SELL - ’59 Porsche coupe, ex. APT. - Summer Only. Close. $100 mo.
cond. 354-2696.
2 bdrrn. turn. Carol, 295.9628.
PEUGOT BICYCLE - Now 3 speed. 350 S. 10th - 2 bdrrn, furs, apt. 537.5C
Must sell. 286-3596. 545.
each. Lots of parking. 293-4955. Summer
TYPEWRITER - SMITH -CORONA port. rates start Juno I. G.F.I. Now,
type.
Gol(nir.
F,n.
Pi,’ spec.
cond.. $85. LARGE 2 IDRM. Donlax -$100 mo. 39-5
764-4802 r, 794 6414. EAt. 2293,
S. 12th. 2865531, aft. 6.
5 SPEAKER STEREO - Arvin. $55/offer. GIRLS - 1 or 2 wanted immediately.
,
re,-or
sale. 286-2593.
Large 2 bdrm apt. 537.50 mo 297.1837.
LOST AND FOUND 161

SELL HOLIDAY MAGIC

LOST

Full or part time distributors needed
NEWEST NATURAL COSMETIC
LINE IN U. S.
For interview call 793-8588

Wallet, brown, initialed S.R.
,-ets. Reward. Vic. of 5th 8 San
Bob Alexander of El, CI i81

COUPLES WANTED to man. appr. halls.

PERSONALS 171

Must be over 21. Submit resume of
ewer. to P.O. Box 1609, San Jose.
WE NEED 7 men and women part time
days or eves, for periodical sales desk
calling new accts. Salary to $2 an hour
plus bonuses. Apply 505 S. lath St.,
Room 102 between 10-12 or 5-7 p.m.
or ,n11 294 0718.
BEAUTY SALON operator, full or par)
time Call 244-7775

,
I COMPANION (F) for Europe needed
summer. Call Sherrna 293-9566.
WANTED-Large weights, Already have
can. Cell Jim 241.5719.
SERVICES 181

’ AUTO INSURANCE for students. Chet
Bailey. 28653F6. 449 W. San Carlos.
TYPING - Term papers, thesis. etc
STUDENTS OVER 20
Thr SJ Bier
Office of Life Magazine Pica electric. 143 6313.
neeos part time telephone sales ropre.
SEWING MACHINE
sentatives. $1.30 hourly salary -I- bonuses.
RENTALS
Other students earning $2.$3 per hour. Pick up your rental now, no delays 298 5434.
only $5 a month. (NW Sewing Machine
VOTES FOR KATHY SCH WENT
Center, 917 N. 13th. 286-5566.
1.,lJ N
Coed suffrage.
TYPIST -- Neat. fast, corrections mad,
_
TEACHERS WANTED
Mrs. O’Neill, 291 4420.

To place an ad:

SOUTHWEST TEACHERS AGENCY

Call at

A

ELDERLY LADY

Classified Adv, Office
MWF 9:30-3:30
T-Th 10:30-3:30

’,..s.ons. If
7,.") 197ti

Sri_ t.

CLASSIFIED RATES

To buy, sell, rent, or

-Minimum

announce
anything,
lust fill out and clip
this handy order
blank,

Two lints One time Ikea tImas Five times 1
Dito time Sec a Moe 2k a Ilne 20c a line

Send to Spartan
Daily CLASSIFIEDS,
1206. San lose State
College. San loss 14,
Calif

$1.00

$1.50

3 lbws

1.50

2.25

3.00

4 lines

2.00

3.00

4.00

5 liners

2.50

3.75

5.00

.50

.75

1.00

Add thie
amount for

each additional line

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION:

Print your ad hers:
(Count 33 letters end Spaces for Each Una)

o For Sale (3)
ip Help Wanted (14)

PROV I [ENT
MUTUAI

LIF E

’ Transportation (9)

Maras_

210 North 4th Street

Roe Ad

Phone 297-5707

(61

o Personals (71
O Services (8)

a century of dedicated service

__

Address__
(No of Mint Endow $

martini DIM__
******

$2.00

2 lines

CI Announcements 0)
0 Automotive (2)

Roy Terry ’65

J206

Send in handy order blank Enclose
cash or check. Make check out to
Spartan Daily Classifieds.
Phone 294-6414, Ent. 2465

LEARN dAPANFSE

o
On -campus students may obtain applications in the Summer
Sessions Office, Room 144, Administration Building. Night
students: Apply, Evening Programs Office, Room 153,
Administration Building. until 9:45 p.m. Monday through
Thursday.

- Studio $69.50, trots.
659 S. 9th, CV 2-0997.

’60 VW

John Byde ’64

Jud Bird ’65

Clean rooms, 1/2 block
rm., showers. No lease
292-1327. Heated.

WILL TRADE: 59 TR3, excel. cond., for. Attn. turn. 1 br. apt.: modern, quiet,
newer VW 292 0086.
well -kept bldg. nr. SJS: gar., wesh.-drier.
’56 FORD VICTORIA - Good tires, r/h. CY 2-2518 bet. 12: after 6.
h
-’r’,
I2.295-6790
2 dr,
aft.
6.
_
MEN - Clean rms., kitchen priy. Close
’64 HONDA SCRAM., 1,400 mi., like to campus. Inquire days at 726 S. 5th
nr .
5600. 446 111h, 293-9220. after 6 o’clock. 617 S. 6th,
:57 VOLKSWAGEN
$475. Excellent (1.4) STUDENT - Share 2 bdrm, apt.
,
r
125-6419.
near SJS w/3. $40. 294.1728.

0 Housing 151
Last and found

ATTEND THE 1965 SUMMER SESSIONS

MOUSING 15/

ANNOUNCEMENTS (I)

44ELP WANTED (4/

Tom Heflin ’64

Registration permits -- indicating the hour when the summer
sessions student may register - will be issued in the order
in which applications far permits are received. Deadline for
filing your application for a registration permit is June I.
Apply for your permit now! Avoid the last-minute rush.
Speed up your registration.

the It

AUTOMOTIVE
$30 MONTH TOMORROW:
Kitchen, liy,
at SJS.
250
cc,
$425.
YDS2.
’43
YAMAHA,
nec. Utilities pd.
Student Math Society, 7 p. m., 610 al 39 So. 10th St.
SUMMER RATES
Spartacanip in Residence will ED107. Math clinic.
’59 CHEVY BISCAYNE 283, V.8, overdr. & Fan. 1 or 2.
Chess Club, 2:30 p.m., H17.
N.,
x , Aft. 8:30. 351.8321.
hold its first meeting tonight at
p.m.,
7:30
Alpha Eta Sigma,
FOR RENT -

SURVEY CONDUCTED

Sophomore Representative

Students for Excellence in Education, 3:30 p.m.. CH150. Com-

Pershing Rifles, 2:30 p.m., 040. mittee chairmen meet.
Staff meeting.
Social Work Club, 3:30 p.m.
CH164. Sally First, welfare department social worker, speaks on
"Adoption in California."
Spartan Shields pledges, 6 p.m.,
H3.

TINA
for

ADM229.

;.ins or graduate students
stub a 2.5 or better grade point
average.
The positions offer a salary of
$1,000 per academic year, out of
which room and board are paid by

Spartan Daily
Classifieds

Phi Alpha Theta, history honEdwin C. Coffin, Monterey County
orary society, 5:45 p.m., Memorial
superintendent of schools.
Spartan Christian Fellowship, Chapel. Initiation.

Math Clinic Opens
To Aid Students
Allen Hall Wins
In Math Problems
Men’s Division
Having trouble in math?
Members of Student Math SoAt Dorm Playday
ciety are sponsoring and staffing

NEWTON

Orientation

Circulo Castellano, 12:30 p.m.,

TODAY:

SPARTAN DAILY-4

’Neatly, April 27, 198.1

.01..1111110.

PhD.,

Stanford;
Hosts
Nine
SJS
Enkoii
’Butch’
First Base Star
Co- Captains Team On Hit Streak Spartababes Entertain SCU
r iN OUTY

tween coming out for varsity baseball, and facing the prospect of
sitting on the bench through most
of the season’s games, or of sacrificing varsity glory for thrill and
action of junior varsity participaBy ROLAND ZECHMEISTER tion. I wanted to play baseball, so
-Play ball!" is the call heard I I chose to sign up with the junior
more and miwe these days, now varsity team."
that spring is here to stay.
MlholovIch was hutting .330
One man who eagerly awaiti for the .1Vs. Tht following sumthe sounding of these words each
mer Matt played American Lespring. is situ. Spartan first basegion ball in Sun Jose. Ills hutting
man and SJS varsity baseball
as erage, playing for the Legion
team rig-captain, Matt Miholovich.
of the Stars and the Stripes.
Matt liegan his baseball career
rose to in tAVY,Oi of .400, as
in
granunar Kul
I, where he , utility man. In the s
r if
played softball.
1959, following Matt’s junior
’ I wanted to participate in Lit- year at Bellarniine.
tle League then, but unfortunately,1
In his junior and senior years
Little League wasn’t available." at Bellarmine, Miholovich played
recalled Mutt.
arsity baseball.
In junior high school lliennar
"Until my junior year, I had
Junior Iligh SO
I in Sunny- always played second base," Matt
t
(alif..) 511holovich’s sports ielated. "Prior to my junior year
interests diversified. and Bennur at Bellarmine, I had never thought
record tsaiaks find his Minn’ on of myself as a first baseman. Howthe ruder,. of two championship mei., the star first baseman of
basketball tennis and one chamlies bus years had graduated and
pionship football squad. At Hen there was no one to take his place,
liar. Matt LINO partivipated in and I was asked to take first base.
track.
I’ve been playing first base ever
"When I was 13, I began to play since, though at first, I longed for
Babe Rut h League ball," said an opportunity to return to playMatt. "Entering Bellarmine High ing sec, ingl."
School ’San Jose), I participated
In his Junior year, Matt was
in freshman baseball." At Bellarbatting close to .400 In learde,
mine, Matt was one of the leadand .350 over all. The made alling hitters on the freshman baset’ity, all -League I ’alifornia All, ball team.
lit ii’ League
’ A L" ), alt "The following summer, I was
(’oust, nod second team all still playing Babe Roth League.
Northern Calif 0 rnia.
ne%1 year. I had a choice be "In my sent it ye:it: I hit more
EDITOR’S NOTE: This Is the
find In is two-part series on
Spartan varsity baseball team
co-captain, and *tar first NOW Miholoi
1111111

Tho

*
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*

Posii;ve
forsighied
cpist!sentafive
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*
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JACK

it OBAN

activity ; spending three years
In the Little League, four years
In the Pon) League, and three
years In Anterig.an Legion baseball.
And as if all this baseball
wasn’t enough. Enkoji also played
high school ball for four years at
the same time.
Butch was elected captain of his
high school varsity team for two
years and as a senior he was selected as the "Outstanding Player
home runs, but my batting average of the Year" by his teammates.
fell to .325," Mott recalled.
After high school, Butch continued his education both in the
"In high school, size wasn’t
classroom and on the baseball
really that) important a prefield.
requisite for a first bast-man,"
At Sierra Junior College, he wasaid the 5 -foot, 10-inch, 165 -lb.
Spartan first baseman. "How- honored in his freshman year by
ever, first base WPM% to be the local sportswriters as the "All spot where the long hall hitters league" third baseman.
Butch was also selected as capand slow runners wind up. Consequently, because of my size tain of the team for both of his
limitations, I always believed I years at Sierra.
could have served the team lot After junior college, the young
ter playing at some other inhall player came to San Jose
field position."
State.

By MARK HALL
, From an inmate of a Japanese
!relocation camp in Northern CaliI fornia to captain and 3rd baseman
I of the San Jose State varsity
baseball team is the story of 21 ,year-old Butch Enkoji.
The war ended and Butch moved
I to Loomis, a small town north of
Sacramento.
For the next 16 years he
, played in all levels of baseball

After graduation from Benin. mine in 1960 Miholovich joined
the Service for six months.
"The following year, I entered
Foothill College (Los Altos Hills,
Calif.)," Matt related. "There, I
was determined to play any position other than first base- -even
if it meant playing in the outfield.
But, when practice time rolled
.tround, there was no one else
available to play first base, so I
found myself back once again at
my old, and by this time, all -toofamiliar haunt. However, at last,
my wish was fulfilled, and was
switched to the outfield.
"From the outliele, one re.
ceive. an entirely different permiective of the g
of baseball, than one gets from playing
an infield position, such as first
base. In the infield, you feel like
you are in on the play every
time. In the outfield, I felt like
I was watching the game from
behind the bleachers.

* "During practice at Foothill, I
* started slowly, hitting around the
100 mark before the Golden Gate
* Conference Athletic League sea*
* son started. The Foothill baseball
coach, Bob ’Piff’ Pifferini, told me
that if I felt I could not improve
* my batting average, the might
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Frosh Trackmen
Pick Up Victory
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Scene
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Righthander nary Str
15-61
has been named by head Coach
Ed Stibezak as lb.. Spartans’
starting pitcher. Strom, a mueh
bet ter pitcher I ban his record
.1
s, has been troubled by !mit
id hitting and as a result lia
lost at number of one anti to
run games as the Spartans lime
failed to score.

or

’today at 3, ilic spail.diabes
meet the Santa Clara University
l’rosh at the South Campus
fiehl. Selicsitsied to pitch for
5.15 is rightliander Rich hem, merie.
T
taii at I, the frosh
meets sail Francisco stale liar a
, doultleheadtr. Pitching for S.IS
%vitt he 1w,, lefthanders,
i Akins and Charlie Clark,
The freshmen ss it Ii it wins anal
14 losses thus far, wind up the
1965 season with an away game
Friday at 3 p.m. with the Santa
’Clara frosh.

ReAL*
,Jalpier

Ken Venturi Gains
Hall of Fame Place
At Golf Scribe Meal

Far Loll
Makes Me

Junior
Representative

They won’t improve on last Robin Tomlin, if
Gary St mm, p
I year’s 20 win -20 loss record.
, .
.
(
h
So the Spartans are dating the
Friday. the Spartans will travel
next best thing. Mainly trying to
To San Francisco for gm doublewin four in a row.
header with the University of San
SJS will get its first shot at
Francisco.
four straight this afternoon at 3
Four games are on tap this
when it meets nationally -ranked
Stanford University at Municipal week as the freshman baseball
Stadium.
season heads into its last week,

Today’s game will be broadcle-t
on KSJS-FM. 90.7 beginning :it
2:45 with the "Spartan Baseball
"I came because I wanted to. I
Warmup," with Ken Allan anti
, wasn’t offered a baseball scholarRich Hernandez,
ship, I had just heard so many
PROBABLE SAN JOSE
gcod things about SJS that I felt
STARTING LINEI’P
it was the school for me."
In the spring of 1964 Dwelt Gordy Shmizu, cf
started his career with the 5.15 Pat Duggan, 21/
Spartans.
Butch recalls that the one
outstanding
ent during his first
raeyvt
with the Spartan nine was
heating the Univentity of Santa
Clara.
"They were ranked number one
in the nation at the time and
even though it was a practice
game, we still beat them 6-0."
As the second baseball season
Former Spartan golfer Ken Ven,hot under way, Enka* was elected turi was installed in the Calilorma
?aptain of the team.
Golf Hall of Fame last night thit Other than that. Butch has ing the California Golf Writers
been dVappainted in his per- Association banquet in Los Altos.
formance so fair thin year.
Venturi returned to his native
"I have been in a hitting slump Bay Area Thursday after an
for almost a month. But over examination of his injured hand at
Easter vacation, for some reason, the Mayo clinic in Rochester,
I started to hit regularly.
Minn. The U.S. Open Champ will
I just hope that I can keep it be installed in the hall along with
up for the rest of the season.
Ernie Pieper Jr., of San Jose.
Butch is currently hitting .280. two-time state amateur king.
The Sociology major has no defAlso honored was Spartan golfer
inite plans after graduation. "I Terry Small, 1964 NCAA chamhave received feelers from two pion.
Japanese baseball teams to come
and play ball in Japan.
"Hut." mays Enkoji, "I haven’t
made Up my mind for sure."
Butch is hoping that the future
will see the San Jose hardballers
become members of a recognized
In the SJS-tiniversity tit Cali league.
lomat freshman track meet won
"It makes the guys play harder , by the Spartababes Saturday,
- pressure of competition is one Steve Brown won the mile in 4:13,
of the things that makes the game :the best time of his life. Jeff Law of baseball enjoyable."
Ism won the discus at 157 ft.; Bill
Enkoji feels that as an in- Fowler won the high jump at
dependent team, S.IS plays fr
6-4 and triple jumped well o’. en
game to game without worrying 44 ft., Andy Allen threw the
about coming out its the league javelin 173 ft.; anal Bob Gray low leader at the end of the season. ered his time from 10:30 to 9:46 in
the two mile.

The

Paid P&itkal Adv.

Sari JON(’ State’s baseball tezim Matt Milioltaich, :at
now has 13 wins and 19 losses ’Dave Mettler or
Dan Trutanich, rf
I on the season. With just four
Butch Enkoji. 31)
sure.
is
for
I games left one thing
Tian Brandi, as

From Berkeley to Brooklyn,
swarms of students are joining
In the noose and fire of new
radical !groups. The current issue of The Saturday Evening
Post has the onside story of the
greatest rise of the Far Left
since the 1930’s.
Read how some groups are
almost peaceful; others are so
militant that even the American Communist Party disowns
them. How young leaders of
the "existential radicalism"see
theCuban Revolution as a blueprint for America. Find out
about new plans for protest and
unrest on college campuses.
How one far-out group, training
Its members in karate, is secretly preparing to launch a
reign of terror.
Get the facts in the penetrating report of "The Explosive
Revival of the Far Left,’ in the
May 8 issue of The Saturday
Evening Post .

POST
ON SALE NOW

- -Phc to_ by I

ZOOMFireballing righthander
Gary Strom will lead the Spartan baseballers against Stanford today at 3 p.m. at Municipal Stadium. Strom has five wins
and six defeats, but his eerned
run average has been below
2.00 most of the year.
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Paid Pol;g;cal Advert4egnent

Vote

ANN
LAUDERBACK

The Spartan V..J
VI’ polo
Team is endem
; conduct
serinur.:e
this surto-4
practice season. The reason fr.:
that g)xtra-special effort at ::laity is the !lending NCAA "I,J, I
Out Foul" rule which may go it,
effect in the fall.
In the "liall-handling" uleca 11,1’’
, Greg Swan took first pl
with 26 points. Lou Tully :at,:
,
Jite Goleili tied for second
,,t with 24 points each. Fel:
them is Steve Nelson us’, It
points.
Last pear’s freshman water ot,li,
captain, Steve Moberg, is current
spring practice scrimage leader.

1

:
4g

**
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Junior Rep.
Experience
* 2 Years Student Council
-t Vice-Chairman Student
Council
* Western Chairman
Assoc. Student Governments of the USA
* College Union SubChairman
* Publications Committee
* Spartan Shields
j "Devoted to the Betterment
’ of San Jose State College"
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Qualified Experience
* AwS Executive Council

*
*
*
*
*
*

"Through his work this past year, John Bruckman has
*
demonstrated a unique ability to handle the problems
*
of student government. This experience Makes him out*
:*S* standingly qualified to be a member of student ***
*5
*
*
5 ), council."

* 4,

: 1.,

* AWS Judicial Board
* ;
*Chairman, Visiting Scholar * 4,
Committee
*.1 4.**
*Treasurer, Community
*
Service Committee
*AWS Fifty Outstanding
*
:
Women
* *Who’s Who in American * *:
* Colleges
:
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SJS Watermen
Stress Fair ray

RECORD
First
LOS ANGELES ’UPI)
baseman Charlie Dees of the Los
FIRST CHANNELEER
Angeles Angels set a club spring
LONDON I DPI1 - The first
training record by hitting in 12
person to swim the English Chan- I
consecutive games last year.
nel was Capt. Matthew Webb of
Great Britain, who turned the
USE SPARTAN DAILY
trick on Aug. 25, 1875, negotiating
CLASSIFIED ADS FOR
the 19 miles in 21 hours and 45
CONVENIENCE AND PROFIT
minutes.
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Vice President
Endorsed by:
Frank Bardsley
ASB Executive Secretary
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ASB Treasurer
Bob Pisano
ASB President
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ASB Attorney General
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Fireballer Strom Hustles
Way Down Path of Success
I’ ti I.s k(11
inade it Wslliti

wouldn’t indicate
ii improvement over last year. Strom’s
record could easily have been
difference in the blooming baseball
8-81 with a few breaks.
career of Gary Strom.
Fielding errors and a lack of
Strom, a San Jose State senior
timely hitting have plagued the
and ace pitcher on the Spartan
A I(.%%

ola

nine, was just an ordinary pitcher
last year, compiling a meager 2-6
won-lost record.
Although his record is only 5-6
presently, his earned run average has been below 2.00 most of
the year and he has struck out
nearly a batter an inning.

to Ilk

Golf Match;
SJS Treks
To Almaden

number one on the Spartan team,
finished sixth,
team all year.
During the off-season, Strom
keeps in shape by pitching for
Wally’s Forklift Service, a semipro team playing out of Santa
Clara.
Wally’s plays a full schedule
in the summer and enters the
San Francisco semi-pro league
during the winter.

In this year’s winter league,
Strom had a two-and three -hitter
in his only appearances before
rain shortened the season.
More important, however, Strom
His baseball career began in
has cut the number of walks per
little league and continued through
game he issued last season in half.
The Almaden Country Club has pony and cult leagues in San Jose.
"Last year, I used my arm only
in pitching," the predominantly been the scene of many golfing
His biggest thrill in baseball
fastball hurler explained, "but this battles, but none of them should came when he was 16 and his
year I have been using more of my compare with the one San Jose pony league all-star team won
body and have been bending more." State and University of Santa the world championship.
Strom considers this slight Clara will put on this afternoon
Strom was mainly a relief pitchchange in delivery as the key at 1.
However, the Spartans may er on the squad which also into his improvement, along with
the old ingredients of added ex- have to go without the services chided Santa Clara players Leo
of Terry Small. The defending Ruth and Billy Schmidt.
perience and confidence.
Strom prepped at San Jose’s
NVhereas he was missing the NCAA champion sprained his wrist
strike zone by a few inches last in an accident and is currently Lincoln High, where he was a
year, this new form has put his undergoing treatment. According three sport man - -baseball, basketpitches over the plate more con- to Head Coach Jerry Vroom, It ball and football.
He never pitched until his
won’t be known whether Small
sistent ly.
He credits Spartan coach Ed can play until later this morning. senior year when he made the
Sobczak and several fellow pitchSanta Clara is riding on a five transition from an outfielder.
His old outfield days still come
ers on the team for the guidance match win streak and the Sparin changing his form.
tans are looking forward to dump- in handy, as he sees occasional ac lion in the pastures when not
Although a senior, the 9.1 -year- ing the Broncos after Santa Clara
pitching here.
old righthander has another year upset SJS 1614-101/2 earlier in the
In his senior year at Lincoln.
of eligibility. left since he did year. The Bronco loss is the only
Strom earned all-league basebiii!
not play in his sopho lllll re year. dent in the 8-1-1 Spartan season
honors in what was then the East
"If I can improve as much next record.
Santa Clara Valley League.
The Broncos will be led by
year as I have this one, I look
forward to an even better year Jim Weichers, the top gun on the
Ulmn matriculating at San
Santa Clara team who has won a Jose State, the journalism manext season," he said.
Although his 5-6 record number of amateur championships. jor played on the frost, nine,
Saturday, several of the Spar- Wileri "I pitched a lot, hat, as
tans traveled to Roseville to par- Iii,’ team, didn’t have a good
ticipate in the 22nd annual North- year."
ern California Golf Association
The litres of a part time sportsmedal play championship.
writing job with the San Jose
Highest finisher for SJS was Mercury kept Strom out of
baseTom Culligan, who tied for fifth ball] in his sophomore
year.
with a 294 total. Ron Cerruti,
"I regret not playing that year,
,***************************************** ******** but I also feel the added ma* turity has helped me this year,"
Strom commented.
PAID POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
As ntost serious baseball play4,
ers at this level, Strout has an
interest flf-prity’lhg Wtifirssional
baseballif he gets the chance.
And he fells that a little more
work on his follow-through and,
subquesently, his control, might
afford him this chance.
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Black belt members of head
Spartan judo coach Yosh Uchida’s
three-time national championshii,
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Moulder Hall Vice-Pres.
DEAN’S SCHOLAR

PHI ETA SIGMA

INDEPENDENT

Robert Stahl calls for abolition or diastic ieyi6on
of the ,ipproved housing systems.
I.

All ASB meetings to be open H the respect that
the meetings of these committees and their agenda
m.r. fully publicized.

2.

:

r*

Intramurals:
Entries
A
ccepted

TODAY’S FAST-PITCH
SCHEDULE
Theta Chi vs. Delta Sigma Phi.
Sigma Phi Epsilon vs. Phi Kappa
Alpha, Sigma Pi vs. Sigma Alpha
Epsilon. Lambda Chi Alpha vs.
Delta Upsilon, Sigma Chi vs. Theta
and Phi Sigma Kappa vs.
Sigma Nu.
TODAY’S SLOW-PITCH
SCHEDULE
Sigma Alpha Epsilon vs. Alpha
Tau Omega, Sigma Nu vs. Phi
Kappa Alpha, Sigma Epsilon vs.
Theta Chi, Delta Upsilon vs.
Sigma Alpha Mu and Kappa Sigma
vs. Phi Sigma Kappa.

*
*
*
*

ft

Starting their second MlPit of
practice, the emphasis for the
Spartans ...dittoed to he on ofHARRY ANDERSON
fense, just as it had during the
... head football coach
first four days.
There was considerable work
Four freshmen and three iatiot
prat
in thP nr"rlY tu" ’
c college trimsfers also have drawn
under a broiling sun out play r praise for their work to date. Thy
timing and pass atoms... The quartet of yearlings
includes
workout concluded with a short
quarterback Bob Toledo. center
dummy scrimmage.
Tom Stonich, 320-pound tackle
Letterman halfback John Tra% t. Bill Crone and 267-pound tackle
continued to show well in the David IA ans. The transfets are
scrimmage session as he hits done turn:awls Jirn Bullock, tight end
since the practice started. The Eti Hunter and center Lindsey
junior from Los Altos is km candi- Hughes.
date for future .9,1-i ’oast honors.
Returning halfback Rick Gaul
was in pads Monday for the first
time since practice started. hasimi tn,t, sidelined presiously by
a knee Injury. Two others, tackle
Fred Her. n and fullback Jerry
ittmellta. h,,mtli *at mit Mailda3’s
workouts nith leg injuries.

Entries are still being accepted
for the Intramural Golf tournament to be held at the Santa
Teresa Golf Couase. Deadline for
all entrants is 2 p.m. Friday. A
$I green fee must accompany till
entries.
Competition is open in three
divisions, individual serateh play.
individual
handicap and
team
championship. The team title will
be determined by the combined
low gross stores of the first five
men of each participating team.
Fraternity
fast-piteh
soft hall
resumes this afternoon at 3. See
below schedule for games which
are played on the south campus
fields.
This evening at 6:30, the Twilight Slow-Pitch Fraternity League
starts its seeond day of play.

i Anderson has indicated that all
workouts this week will be devoted primarily to perfecting the
squad’s offensive play.
Spring practice will conclude
Saturday, May 13 with the annual
altunni-varsity football game at
Spartan Stadium. Kickoff time
is 8 p.m.
This marks the first time the
game will hese been played under
lights.

Spartan coach Harry Anderson
moved Bullock to Bonettu’s place
at first unit fullback and al io
made two other changes in the
squad, moving Darwin Ball to
tight end and Eddie Titus to
flankerback.
The Spartans have practices
scheduled Tuesday through Thursday this week and then will hold
a closed scrimmage Saturday
morning in Spartan Staditan.

San Jose State’s spring football
practice, for a time, looked like
a track meet in grid clothes yesterday afternoon with players
running from designated starts
anti coaches 40 yards away, stop
watches in hand.
Freshman halfback Richard
Jones from Campbell took the
honors as the fastest on the team,
clocking 4.5 seconds for the 40
yards.
The sprint drill was part of the
individual techniques and funthtmentals program the nearly TO
football candidates are undergoing
this spring its part of their early
season training.
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VOYAGE TO THE BOTTOM OF THE BARREL
WERT

As everyone knows, thirtm’en-I W(11111: Or the earth’s surface is
water. Thus we can see how itnisirtant it is to know and under-
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stand our oceans. Toward this end American colleges last year
embarked on a program to increase enrollment in oceanography.
I ant pleased to report t hat results were nothing short of spectacular: In one single semester the number of students majoring in
oceanography rose by 100(qfront one student to tiro!
But more oceanographers are still needed, and so today this
column, normally a vehicle for slapdash jocularity, will instead
devote itself to a brief course in oceanography. In VieW of the
solemnity of the subject matter, nty sponsors, the Personna
Stainless Steel Razor Blade Co., rankers of Personna Stainless
Steel Razor Blades which give you more luxury shaves than
Beep-Beep or any other brand you Carl nameif, by chance, you
don’t agree. tin’ makers of Persotina Stainless Steel Razor Blades
will buy you a paek of whatever brand vim think is bettermy
sponsors, I say, the l’en-ontia Stainless Steel Razor Blade Co.
will today, because of t he sulentnity of this column, forego t heir
usual commervial message.
We begin our study of oceans with that ever-popular favorite,
the Pacific. Largest of all oceans, the Pacific was discovered by
lialboa, a Spanish explorer of groat vision. To give you an idea of
Balboa’s vision, Inc first attseillt. Pacific while standing on a peak

in 1)arien, which is in ( ’mints:tient .
The Pacific is not tmtmly t he largest ocean, but the deepest. The

FROST AMPHITHEATER
STANFORD UNIVERSITY

TICKETS
$E

$3

$4

... the Pacific watt

discovered

by Balboo, mm Npooisb

ofs available at Tret;dder Union Sou
’,re, Stanford. and San Jose Box Otiicit.

explorer of veal vision.
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team entered th,
AAU tournament, representing the
Central Coast Judo Black Bell

Association.
The Spartans fared well inn 11
tournament, capturing two
.1
places and one second place.
Spartan Makoto Ohbayashi, wen
the 200 lb. division, to become
National 200 lb. Division AA(
judo king. Last year, Ohbayash,
captured
the
National
InterCollegiate 200 lb. crown.
In the 135 lb. division, Yuzo
Koga, another Spartan expert In
the Japanese national sport of
judo, emerged victorious from the
competition, garnering that division’s 1965 championship.
Pal Maruyama, one of the members of the 1964 United States
Tokyo Olympics judo team, placed
second in the 150 lb. division competition.
"The man Maruyama first lost
to," said Uchida, "was Tosh Seino
of Los Angeles.
"Seine," stated Uchida, "was an
alternate on last year’s United
States Olympic judo team in
Tokyo"

twao Trviieh, ,,f7 the
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STUDIO
Charleton Heston
"MAJOR DUNDEE"
"CINDERFELLA"
Studs’s. Rafe

241 S. 1st St.

292-4014

258 8144

1969 ALUM ROCK AVE
NO1TH SCREEN

Direct from Phyboy Magazine

"FANNY HILL"
"FIRST TASTE OF LOVE"
SOUTH SCREEN

"BEACH BLANKET BINGO"
"CRACK IN THE WORLD"

"A GRAND UPROARIOUS BASH!
-fir-cc mac wine

HELD OVER 2.i1c1 WEER !
EXCLUSIVE
ENGAGEMENT
"70R BA"
SHOWN AT
7:CO and C:AS
Box opens a::15
ANTHONY QUINN
ALAN RATES IfTNE PAP.*
"ZORBATHE GREEK"

P5\

7,000 fat limn- in dela h.
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2ORBA THE CiRESV1

Cords - 4 colors
Slim -Fits - 5 colors
Californians - 3 colors
Sta-Rrests - 2 color (2 styles)

1,1:mils, measures more
Totiin1e.(1 out here that
- li.115111S of six feet
’,alkali. a Nil loll ’nobleman of l-:lt,.tla’than
gi,Tti tu st ring six
-1. his eighteent birt
- ml..,
Ii
furl long. Molly young men NI/111.111:1Ve Plink ill a funk if all I hey
got for their birthday was a string six feet long, but not Sir
Walter! String in hand, he .ettitipetell :wound the ent int roast of
England nwasuring seawater until he was arrestisi for loitering.
Incidentally, a passion for measuring seems to IIIIVE‘ 11111 in the
fancily: Fat hotn’s grandnephew, Sir John Furlong, spent all his
waking hours ineasurit:g meet rack- until (II:tries II had him beheaded in la mimnmn mill he opening oft Inc London School of Economies.)
But I digress. lit us, as the poet .11aselield says, go down to
the sea again. (The sea, incidentally, has ever lam a favorite
Wilt) does not know and love
subject for poet, Will
t hat have puritiesh our folk music
the many robust m.tn
songs like "Sailing ’rliningli latisit-" and "I’ll Swab Your
Deck If You’ll Swab Alini" and ""l’he Artificial Respiration
I’uilk
ay .’2w11 favorite svnt (.11:1111y go’- like t
(l ’in sure you all
t’

sMAIM/B/RAW/P

Levi’s - Levi’s - Levi’s

RAPPORT’S

292.677?

316 SOUTH FIRST

STUDENTS!!

Regular Levi’s

294 2041

ALMADit2

"HUSH, HUSH. SWEET
CHARLOTTE"
"NONE BUT THE BRAVE"

know it. 11’lly don’t you sing aiming as you read?)

w
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Shut Pt otatair.
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Spartan judo

Call 379-1422

4444

The National AAU Judo Championships were held Friday and
Saturday at the University of San

New LOW Auto Insurance
Rates With A-I Company

meal’

Spartan Judokas
Emerge Victorious
In AAU Tourney

Spring Practice Resembles Track Meet
As Coaches Observe Stop -Watches

sing o-loc-11-Ing,
Ni no, hi, ’t "I!
.’t 5!! high/
twaa mold
...all ma/ a/Wry,
1,11.11:4 /11111
N1f 11
1,01,1111g.
5 i464. Sias fihstImm*

Iniec for

The landlocked maker:tot Personno and Personna
Modem Irish you smooth soiling and smooth sharing
Pet ’tonna and Pe, ***** 111.8 prrleet pat I nut
Burma
tegahte or menthol. It

monks

with

rings around any other lather!
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The pioneer in low cost air travel
has done it again!

FLIGHT TO
LOS ANGELES BY PSA JET

\

$17.78

I.

$13.50

2.

By Super Electra Jet

Los Angeles
Son Diego

$19.85

By PSA 727 Fcn-Jet

\

All fares plus federal tax

3.
For Reservations:
Call 761-0818 or See Your Local Travel Agent

4.

LOS ANGELES

OAKLAND

KOLLYWOOOBURBANK SAN DIEGO

5.

New York vs. Cincinnati (4/30)
1
y

SLIDE

RULES*

Mahogany, bamboo, plastic a n d
metal. Also a complete line of engineering supplies

SAN JOSE’S
1tttat
THE FURL!

UNITED ARTISTS THEATER

Here’s How You Enter This Week’s Baseball Contest

\

$11. 43*

Los Angeles
San Diego

SAN FRANCISCO

* 5 RUNNER-UP *
* PRIZES
*
PIRT-DNUO
R
TO ..
TICKETS
*

1st PRIZE

*

Watch for the Spartan Sports Picks page in the SPARTAN DAILY every Tuesday for your
entry blanks.
Fill out the entry blanks by listing the asterisk(*) merchandise special found in each of the
sponsor’s ads and select your sports picks by marking the appropriate box. To receive
credit for a tie, you must predict it by marking the "tie" box. Do not neglect to indicate
your answer to the special tie -breaker question each week. Do not indicate any scores.
Complete your entry by printing your name, address, phone number, and ASB card number on the entry blank.
Bring your entries to room J207 in the Journalism and Advertising Building between the
hours of 2:00 p.m. and 4:30 p.m. on Tuesday, Wednesday, or Thursday. No entry will be
accepted after 4:30 p.m. on Thursday. Do not mail your entry.
Watch for the winners in next week’s SPARTAN DAILY. Do not call or come in person to
the SPARTAN DAILY office to find out the week’s winner. The winner will be notified.

Beginning May 12. The United Artists
Theatre will present the picture the
world has been waiting to se.

’

’

CAROL LYNLEY
starring

CIS

HARLOW*
Plan NOW to see this great cinematic
achievementStarti May 12

day
to
An
Fu t

Pittsburgh vs. St. Louis (4/30)
§

wreCor.e..ewCC.C.Co C.C.CCiCesCe..C.,04440-

WATCP TOCMqG

Columbia Records

100 MUCH?

Presents:

Quiet it down, get those -ticks and
tocks back in place. Ws easy, fast,

Andy Williams

and economical with Hudson’s

DEAR HEART*

One of our ever expanding
departments:
TEACHERS AIDS*

ine
(le
elt

Watch Repair Service:*

CAL SOOK

Philadelphia vs. Milwaukee (5 I)

New York vs. Cincinnati (5/I)

ra

BOOK STORE

297/080
San Jose, Calif.

134 E. San Feriiando

HUDSON’S JEWELERS
275 S. 1st Street
San Jose, California

Chicago vs. Houston (4 30)

HOUSE of RECORDS
3 d at San Fernando

Irk
en

OPEN TONITE ’TIL 9

330 SO. 10th

San Francisco vs. Los Angeles (5/1)

One block from Campus
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Happy Hour*

LADIES N1TE
BEER

Dance to the -Apostles"
Thursday
Friday

8 - 10 P.M.
8:30 - 9:30 P.M.

BEER
Fri. Happy
Hour
Large Pitcher
$1.00
Large Mug
25¢

Thurs. Happy
Hour
Large Pitcher
85¢
Large Mug
20¢

Pizza

-

Ravioli

-

SPRING IS HERE
Enjoy a new look and a new outlook this spring
with contact lenses*. Put your best appearance
forward by wearing invisible contact lenses. Consult with us soon for full details and expert fitting
of corrective contact lenses. Cost is surprisingly
low.

Spaghetti

2000 Discount on all food to SJS Students
417
So kr0
Street

CY 7-5174
123 S. Third St.
Houston vs. Chicago (5/1)

Pittsburgh vs. St. Louis (5/I)

ENTRY BLANK

ENTRY BLANK

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
PHONE
ASB CARD NO.

TIE-BREAKER QUESTION:
What will be the total runs
scored in these games?

SPARTAN
BOOKSTORE

I5c a Mug to Ladies

1AJ 5

pa

La

When You Bring In
This Ad
Good Only Wednesday, April 28
Try our PIZZA while you’re here

Cuggmo

re
prc

s’

862 North 13th

292-8119

We Deliver
Philadelphia vs. Milwaukee (4/30)

iv
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San Francisco vs. Los Angeles (4/30)
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Spartan Sports Picks

MEM

CONTACT LENS CENTER

Phone
294-1454

=1

SUNDAY, MAY 9 is Mother’s Day.* For
this special occasion Spartan Bookstore is
featuring a wide select:on of gifts, candies
and card. Drop in and browse around.

pri

SIM MI

=I =11

Advertiser

Merchandise Special

11=

MARK ONE OF THESE BOXES
Home
Tie
Visitor

Spartan Book

Philadelphia

PSA

New York

United Artists

Pittsburgh

Cal Book

Chicago

Roberts Book

San Francisco

House of Records

New York

Hudson’s

Philadelphia

Spartan Hub

Pittsburgh

Contact Lens

Houston

Cugginos’ Pizza

San Francisco

Milwaukee
14/30)
Cincinnati
14/301
St. Louis
(4/301
Houston
14/301
Los Angeles
(4/30)
Cincinnati
(5/11
Milwaukee
(5/1)
St. Louis
(5/1)
Chicago
(5/11
Los Angeles
(5/1)

CONTEST RULES
I.
.2
3.
4.

Only currently enrolled San Jose State College students may enter.
Students are limited to one entry per person.
All entries become the property of the SPARTAN DAILY.
The SPARTAN DAILY and/or San Jose State College is not responsible for any
entries that are lost or stolen.
5. An entry must be filled out completely with no erasures in order to be considered
by the judges.
6. In the event that two or more entries have the some number of correct selections, the contestant who becomes closest to the special tie -breaker question
will be the winner.
7. All complimentary flight passes awarded on Pacific Southwest Airlines expire on
September I, 1965.
8. The SPARTAN DAILY reserves the right to correct errors, to extend deadlines
and to make necessary additions or corrections to these rules.
9. Persons so designated by the SPARTAN DAILY shall constitute the panel of
judges. Their decisions shall be final regarding both determination of winners
for awarding of prizes and for deciding on disqualification for any reason whether
through entry faults or evidences of collusion or any other ineligibility.
10. Entry submission signifies entrant’s acceptance of all contest rules and of the
judges’ decisions.
12. In case a scheduled game is cancelled, all entries for that particular game will
be disregarded. The remainder of the games in the contest will be used to determine the winner.

1.

